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Motivation

I Positive price-volume correlation

I Low market is illiquid market (Shleifer & Vishny (92))
I e.g., US S&P/Case-Shiller home price index down 26% from Jan

2006 to Dec 2008; existing home sales down 24% from 2006 to 2008

I Sometimes, the quantity of troubled assets seems modest in
comparison

I IMF estimates total loss $945B out of total related securities (ABS,
CDO, MBS/CMBS, etc) of $23T

I compare to total credit market Debt $50T (2008 Q1), global stock
market cap $51T (Jul 08)

I lots of cash: $15.4T in money market, Treasuries (excl. Agency and
GSE), deposits (2008 Q1)

I lots of risk appetite: total notional IR and FX derivatives $382T,
CDS $62T, Equity derivatives $10T (2007 2nd half)

I Question: where are the buyers?

I feature housing market, though intuition applicable to other markets



Literature on home price-volume correlation

I Largely focuses on sellers

I Stein (1995), Genesove and Mayer (1995)

I downpayment requirement makes a homeowner reluctant to sell at a
loss, which can imply less home sales

I Genesove and Mayer (2001)

I loss aversion of homeowners

I Question: do the buyers play any role in the positive price-volume
correlation?

I Price and quantity cannot both drop without a shift of demand curve



Main results

I Use a heterogeneous agent model to analyze trading

I Specifically, an “agree to disagree” model where investors have
differences in Bayesian priors and learn over time

I Why disagreement? Crisis is unprecedented in many aspects.

I prevents learning from eliminating disagreement
I reduced form way to capture other heterogeneities
I this ignores other issues: asymmetric information, uncertainty, etc,

which simplifies the illustration



Model setup

I Continuous time, infinite horizon

I 2 assets: cash, a risky asset (denoted house)

I risk-free term structure flat at r
I total of K homogeneous units of house outstanding
I each house generates dtdt rental income between time t and t + dt

dt =


D in normal market

D − δ in bear market
.

I 2 regimes of dt , transition probability

Normal t + dt Bear t + dt

Normal t 1 0
Bear t λdt 1− λdt

I Transition probability λ is unobserved



I Investors: heterogeneous beliefs regarding λ

I prior Gamma (a, b), Bayesian update
I Gamma distribution is commonly used to model wait time, nests

exponential and χ2 as special cases
I discuss generalizations to non-Gamma distributions later
I Sellers (who initially own houses) are parameterized to be initially

more optimistic than buyers (who initially hold cash)

I closed-form solution

I Three cases of parameter regions:

1. prior variance (seller) = prior variance (buyer)
2. prior variance (seller) > prior variance (buyer)
3. prior variance (seller) < prior variance (buyer). Paper shows that this

is subsumed by case 2. So really only 2 cases.



Case 1: Belief divergence

I In this parameter region, the prior of a seller and a generic buyer P
satisfy

EP (λ) < E (λ)

VarP (λ) = Var (λ)

Proposition

If r is sufficiently small,

I (Initial disagreement) At time t = 0, V0 > VP,0.

I (Initial divergence in valuation) Given ∆,

VP,∆ − VP,0 < V∆ − V0 < 0

I (Eventual convergence in valuation)
lim∆→∞ VP,∆ = lim∆→∞ V∆ = (D − δ) /r .



Intuition of the divergence

I Given λ, house fundamental value is

D

r
− δ

r + λ

I Valuations differ between buyer and seller by(
1

r + λP
− 1

r + λ

)
δ ≈

(
1

λP
− 1

λ

)
δ

I Valuation divergence is due to both parameters λP , λ→ 0

I implication of λP , λ→ 0: will the US resemble Japan post 1980s?
I there is convergence in estimates of parameter (λ) as predicted by

Bayesian learning (Savage (1972)), yet divergence in valuation



Simulation of belief divergence
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Implication: such pessimists tend to sit on the sideline



Case 2: Belief crossing

I In this parameter region, prior variance (seller) > prior variance
(buyer)

I the buyers have more precise beliefs than the sellers
I captures sophisticated investors holding cash and bottom-fishing

I To obtain closed-form equilibrium, parameterize the beliefs of buyers
and sellers:

I a continuum of buyers i ∈ [0, 1]. Each can buy M units of houses.
M > K

I buyer i ’s prior is Gamma (aL, bL + ig). g > 0: belief dispersion
I a continuum of sellers, collectively hold all the K units of houses at

the beginning of downturn; all sellers have the same prior
Gamma (a, b)

I will discuss the generality of results for non-Gamma priors later



Option value of cash

Sellers are marginal. Price = sellers’ valuation before sellers sell out.

Proposition

For a buyer, there is a parameter region such that:

buyer’s buy-and-hold valuation > house price

buyer’s expected instantaneous house return < r

I Intuition of such dichotomy

I long-term return depends on dividend, reflecting buyer’s own belief
I short-term return depends on price, which is also affected by sellers’

belief

I Option value of cash

I by holding onto cash, can buy at a bargain if downturn worsens
(recall sellers revise down valuation faster than buyers in this
parameter region, because sellers have less precise priors).

I buyers are tempted to delay buying



How long can a homebuyer delay?
I Competition can reduce option value (e.g., Grenadier (2002),

Lambrecht et al (2003))
I However, belief dispersion that generates the option also deters

competition

Proposition

For the most optimistic buyer i = 0, the potential competing buyers are
indexed by (0, j) where buyer j finds house price attractive for
buy-and-hold at the same time when buyer i = 0 finds the expected
instantaneous return equals r . Together, those buyers indexed by (0, j)
have capital

bL − b

a− 1

M

g

I Belief dispersion amplifies “cash-in-the-market” pricing in Allen and
Gale (1994)

I Even if cash is plenty (M big), increasing disagreement (g ↑) reduces
competition. Large disagreement implies that buyer can always delay
buying



Equilibrium

Proposition

When r is sufficiently small, the time t (i) when investor i ∈ [0,K/M]
buys is

t (i) = n (i) + min (t∗1 (i) , t∗2 (i))

where

n (i) =
(a− 1) bL − b (aL − 1)

aL − a
+

a− 1

aL − a
ig

t∗1 (i) =
bL − b

aL − a
+

i

aL − a
g

t∗2 (i) = g
a− 1

aL − a

(
K

M
− i

)
.

n (i): time when house price = i’s buy-and-hold valuation. t∗1 : i ’s ideal
wait time until instantaneous return is attractive. t∗2 : time before
competition absorbs all house supply. n, t∗1 , t∗2 , and hence t are
increasing in g (longer delay when belief is more dispersed).



Simulation of equilibrium delay
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Cost to the sellers of the option value of cash

I Consider a homeowner who needs to sell house

I E.g., received a better job offer from another city

I To sell quickly, needs to cut house price by

∆V + π

to attract a buyer. ∆V difference in belief about fundamental
between buyer and seller. π: buyer’s option value.

I If it is too costly to sell quickly, the buyer can turn down the job
offer. Assume the cost of staying with a 2nd best job is C

I Total cost
min (∆V + π,C )

I How large can the option value π be?

I π has a closed-form expression



Option value of cash

In this example, home fundamental value is never more than $200.



Relation to speculative bubble literature

I Relates to the speculative bubble in booms

I Harrison and Kreps (1978), Morris (1996), Scheinkman and Xiong
(2003) show an option value to re-sell

I Here, using house as numeraire, cash is overvalued because of the
option to sell cash higher when the housing slump worsens

I Common ingredients between this paper and the speculative bubble
literature

I heterogeneous beliefs
I short-sales constraint of the overvalued asset (cash in this paper).

I private investors cannot print money; hence short-sales constraint in
cash refers to constraint on leverage, realistic in crisis

I Difference

I Here, the option value is not manifested in price. Rather, it is
manifested in delay of buying because the asset (house) cannot be
shorted.



Alternative belief distributions
Entropy measures the distance between buyer and seller’s posteriors

entropy (f1, f2) =

∫
f1 (λ) log

f1 (λ)

f2 (λ)
dλ.

For Gamma priors, the dynamics of entropy is in closed form

∂

∂∆
entropy (f1, f2) =

(bL − b)

(b + ∆) (bL + ∆)2 (aLb − abL + (aL − a) ∆) .

I For the case 1 of divergent beliefs, the parameter region implies a
divergent entropy.

∂

∂∆
entropy (f1, f2) > 0

I For the case 2 of belief crossing, the parameter region implies

∂

∂∆
entropy (f1, f2) =

{
< 0 if ∆ < ∆∗

≥ 0 if ∆ ≥ ∆∗
.

The entropy first converges, then diverges. The time ∆∗ for the
minimum entropy is exactly the time when the buyer buys in the
model.

I generalize to non-Gamma distributions.



Conclusion

I Studies positive house price-volume correlation from the aspect of
the buyers

I Bayesian learning can generate divergent buy-and-hold valuations,
which keeps some pessimistic buyers on the sideline

I Belief crossing and option value of cash delay other buyers, consistent
with “cash is king” and results in lower volume during downturn

I How to completely eliminate the option value remains a puzzle.


